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Pieter Slagboom, Saturated Manuscript, September 10 - October 31, 2020, Bridget Donahue, New York 

Erin Leland: Could you talk about the title of  your exhibition, Saturated Manuscript?  

Pieter Slagboom: Saturation originates in my way of  working with color, where form pops up 
sometimes in the monochromatic. And manuscript comes from the handwritten - I think drawing also 
belongs to the handwritten. In chromatic and monochromatic saturation I developed a technique to unveil 
the drawings in various tempos. To tear the drawing apart in some ways. Monochromatic parts do not 
want reveal themselves entirely, as the monochromatic technique is a kind of  curtain. Manuscript refers to 
the fact that the project for Bridget Donahue has story-telling aspects also. The project is not only 
aesthetic. The works are anti-illustrations. Well, and here starts the whole complicated, multi-layered 
significance of  this show. Bridget Donahue is a long space in which the viewer can take a long walk. It is 
precisely this walk that activates the drawings on our retina. 

EL: Drawing is the most immediate way to communicate. To put pencil against paper. 

PS: Drawing is a trade very close to us. It's a direct way of  expression. You don't need too many tools. 
You only need a pencil.  
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EL: Directness is part of  a contrast in your work, where a claustrophobic space exists between people – 
an extreme closeness – and at the same time the attempt to zoom out and witness the scene from far 
away. The enormous scale of  the drawings suggests that the audience would have an omniscient view, but 
the drawings immerse us within the compressed dynamics between figures, like a micro lens focusing the 
expansiveness of  the ocean. How did compression and distance gradually combine into the visual space 
of  your work?  

PS: I'm interested in that contrariness. People try to board a plane to travel 5,000 miles away. A whole big 
adventure happens within compressed space. It's a reaction to global developments that the most 
important things actually are very nearby. That space is actually within yourself. And if  somebody else 
comes into your life, it becomes twice as complicated. The drawings are not literal representations, but 
poetic fusions of  contradictions and conflicts. 

EL: In the drawings, the women appear to be the more dominant force.  

PS: The women are reviving the men, who are actually dead. People are coming back. That is one hidden 
meaning in my drawings. The female genitalia are common to the works in the gallery, because they are on 
the top of  all the drawings. This dynamic forms the organizational principle of  the installation. For me, as 
a man, the woman is much more important. 

EL: Your drawings are also full of  bodies laying down. Usually the males figures in your drawings appear 
to be asleep. The bodies could be dead or could be resting. There's an ambiguity between death and sleep. 
Does the dream space of  your drawings emerge from an image seen in sleep, whether permanent or 
transitory?  

PS: The composition plays with these various realities. Dreams play a role in it. When I walk somewhere, 
I exercise different kinds of  consciousnesses and subconsciousnesses. Things can pop up within myself  
seemingly without reason. And in the total design of  the exhibition, the women are in the top of  the 
drawings and the males in the bottom, because that's what I experienced in my youth.  

EL: When you were a child, you experienced the female as more dominant? 

PS: Yes, because I was raised by feminists.  

EL: Which made you encounter your own maleness as more submissive?  

PS: Well, I actually looked for my maleness in another part of  the world. That's when I went to the USA. 

EL: The experiences of  your youth still come through your drawings. 

PS: All the experiences of  your life stick with you. For example, if  you have children. If  you start a 
relationship. Let's say life consists of  five levels and youth is one level. These images recur every time. 
Some images never go away. In my work there is always a mixture of  old and contemporary.  

EL: And repressed moments, images that you may suddenly remember and did not remember before, 
surface. 
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PS: Right, so my work is not autobiographical, but the biographical level gives it energy. 

EL: To me, your world of  alchemically colored, alien figures relate more like giants than people. They 
take on an allegorical rather than representational character. 

PS: I want to express that small things are actually very big. I want to magnify the smallest things in 
ourselves, like genitalia. In my opinion, the world turns around genitalia, because procreation births life. 

EL: And survival. The act of  birth is full of  pleasure and pain. However, in your giant figures, there is no 
pleasure or pain expressed on their faces.  

PS: I tried to be neutral. I wanted to bring attention to the body parts. 

EL: The images become more symbolic through the detachment from emotional experience. 

PS: The emotional experience comes symbolically through the intensity of  color, through saturation and 
monochromatic parts. The sexual stimulation of  the woman in the top of  the drawings and the sexual 
stimulation of  the man in the bottom of  the drawings accompanies death. There is an equalization of  life 
and death that I am trying to give shape to in my work. Logical or illogical or dreamlike or reality. If  I start 
these dreams, these illogical thoughts, and I take a walk on the street, I see that reality is not far away. 
People behave very gently and not gently at all. 

   Pieter Slagboom, Cabin, 2020 colored pencil on linen,  84.25 x 126.4 inches 
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EL: The drawings of  revival attempt to find the beginning of  life at the end of  life. 

PS: I try to examine conventional thoughts about life and death. For instance, does the image of  death 
look like a big black car coming and rolling you away? Sometimes I doubt that is the right image. Death 
occupies a monumental space in our life. It is not negative and we should not be afraid of  it. Christianity 
teaches us to be afraid, but I am trying to look at death another way. 

EL: We cannot think of  life without thinking of  death. Death is contextualizing. Death is also the most 
repressed thought. We are all trying to forget about the possibility of  death on a daily basis. 
   
PS: Instead of  getting energy from it. Our whole society is built around avoiding death. 200 years ago it 
was different, and death was brought into the understanding of  life, such as in Caspar David Friedrich 
paintings of  the Romantic period in Germany, where death inhabited the philosophy of  the whole 
culture. And then it disappeared, I think, after the Second World War, which made a fierce taboo of  these 
thoughts. 

EL: Because people experienced too much closeness with death. 

PS: Yes, because death was used for oppression and to raise fear within people. War is based on fear of  
death. So, if  the fear for death is not there anymore, war loses a goal. 

EL: War can also be enacted remotely now, preventing direct contact with death. 

PS: Historically, and in the time of  World War II, war was an idea of  how much men could conquer. 
There were no women involved in direct, front-line combat. Other than death, another fundamental force 
in the world is pregnancy, biologically experienced by women. In my work, I am asking if  there is a 
difference between women and men. What is the difference? Or, are women and men not different?  

EL: Of  course, in our era, gender is understood as a changeable, cultural construction.  

PS: Right. There is no one hundred percent man, no one hundred percent woman. As I think a person is 
in fact not one person but multiple people at the same time, the woman is the realization of  this feeling 
when she is pregnant. She is at once multiple people. And multiple minds. Pregnancy makes a very large 
difference between men and women.  

EL: People want to turn against biology and turn towards performance and choice, to point to the idea 
that in every era, people have been performing gender roles according to societal norms. And that it is 
possible to perform them differently. 

PS: In my earlier book of  drawings, salt, there are two large drawings of  one circumcised man and a 
humiliated woman whose clitoris is cut. These are cultural rituals that interest me. 

EL: Would you say you are pointing to the grotesqueness of  a sexual aesthetic imposed as a cultural 
preference? Or to the visceral experiences of  the human body? 

PS: Religion and culture have narrow minded aspects. I am aware they keep society together in some way, 
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but for the thinking of  the individual, who is observing nature and biology in his or her own way, religion 
and culture work to narrow the mind. Also in our western world, the independent thinking of  the 
individual is under pressure. These are thoughts going on in my head. And when I feel the pressure on 
these ideas, I start making many small studies, and they are sharpening and sharpening, and then I decide 
to make one bigger in black and white. And then I make a color plan. The color detaches the subject 
matter in order to clarify the image but also to confuse the image. Ephemeral color complicates the 
perception of  the walking viewer by slowing down the images. Colors are introduced sometimes as being 
functional and not as being aesthetic. The ephemeral colors are rather fluid leads. After a while, the 
spectator will make a whole out of  it.  

EL: The drawings look as if  they are constantly in motion, a reflection of  repeatedly moving thoughts in 
rotation. The moving, drawn lines connect to animation. Do you consider animation an influence?  

PS: Like a moving illustration, like a cartoon? No, I am not influenced by animation, but I do study film. I 
have even subtitled my work in my book, Parma Violet, referring to some directors.  In some periods of  
my life, I studied Ingmar Bergman for his intense relationship between women and men. 

EL: Subject matter in your drawings is very explicit, while continuing to be abstract. Hair is more 
recognizable than specific body parts, at times, and the colored pencil line itself  is the most recognizable 
of  all. 

PS: Things that are contrary are at one time the same. A drawing of  a birth is not only a beginning, but a 
depiction of  a boy being born out of  a feminist. As well as being a self-portrait. And a moment where 
male and female genitalia can come together. 

EL: In many of  the drawings, there is a merging of  the birth canal, the baby, the umbilical cord, the 
sexual organs. They all start to become inseparable as shapes, which positions the viewer between and 
inside of  anatomy, between male and female, into an ultimately ambiguous space. 

PS: I want to stage contradictions. For me it is still a mystery what nature and biology have in mind for 
the human being. 

EL: Contradictions bring another question to mind about your simultaneous role in making your work 
and in raising children, and whether your children understand the sexuality depicted in your drawings. Do 
they have a response to it?  

PS: I think parents do not have to do with the feelings of  children. And it turns out that children have a 
large life during their childhood that is independent of  their parents. Intuitively and biologically, children 
go their own way. 

EL: Your work addresses the distance between a parent and a child. On an innate level, perhaps children 
and parents do not want to know about each other's sexuality, because there is a closeness to incest which 
is biologically averse to procreation. 

PS: That's right. It's against survival. In American art, there are many examples of  the boundaries 
between artistic individuality and individual assimilation within a family unit, for example, in the work of  
Emmet Gowin and Diane Arbus among others. I do not not want to hide myself, so it takes some time 
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and can be confusing and uncomfortable, but my children do not like me less for it.  

EL: You have to maintain your individuality as a human pursuing your interests, and that is sometimes in 
conflict with raising a child. 

PS: Yes. You try to incorporate things into your family, but at the same time, you keep your own life. In a 
relationship, it's also a bit the same, where you share a lot with your partner but not everything. It's a very 
complicated dynamic actually. Sometimes I say you are married to your children and not married to your 
wife. Trying to decide how to draw the boundaries is intense. 

EL: The birth drawings question, too, how a culture might raise a child as much as a parent raises a child. 

PS: I like to try a birth drawing, since as an artist, it is a drawing you never do. It can be too popular, the 
emotion too easy. Of  course, birth is not easy. But I like the challenge of  working with an easy emotion, 
and I like to provoke the assumed ease of  this emotion in society. Maybe we could look here at the 
drawing entitled Shifting Scale. This is an example how I try to divert the focus of  the viewer. The head of  
the body comes on earth between the clitoris and the anus of  his mother. I magnified the clitoris and the 
anus and gave them a bit stronger color than the head of  the baby. Here I subdued the main subject and I 
accentuated the side issues at that particular moment. So I force the eyes to look beside the main subject. 
My work is an eye rolling kind of  perception. Hard and not self-evident for our retina. In which the 
movement of  our body and head also plays a role.  

Pieter Slagboom, Shifting Scale, 2020, colored pencil on linen, 84.25 x 126.4 inches 
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EL: Standing in front of  the drawings, I do not feel embarrassed or shocked. The conversations the 
drawings provoke feel more confrontational than the drawing itself. The drawings generate a whole 
different set of  texts. 

PS: Yes, conversations are a jewel. Speaking about the work goes both ways. By answering a set of  
questions, I also know something about the viewer. Your questions tell me something about yourself. 
How do you feel people will view these images in New York?  

EL: I always have a hard time predicting how someone will respond to a work of  art, but right now, art in 
America is addressing life and death as it relates to political strife and racial inequity. Through the 
valuation of  life and death, artists are also addressing brutality and gentleness. Through the world at large, 
there is a concentration on how boundaries in society can be rewritten as unbiased laws. I think your work 
addresses these concerns through the symbolic rebirth taking place among the figures, who are acting out 
positions of  dominance and submission as they relate to gender and culture, existing in a universe unto 
themselves not immediately connected to the past or future. These are timeless questions. 

PS: I am interested in showing my work to new eyes.  

EL: There is also a moral aversion towards nudity in America that differs from other cultures. In the 
United States, nudity is often tied to sex and therefore felt as a provocation.  

PS: Yes, it's newer in the United States, whereas in Germany or Japan for example, sexuality was always 
more on the table. Do you think relegating sexuality to a private realm comes from the Victorian period in 
England?  

EL: I think it comes from Christianity. But of  course, on the other hand, we have a huge amount of  
visualization of  the body in film and advertising. Think of  billboards in Times Square, for example. 

PS: I experience that as aggressiveness more than tenderness.  

EL: Maybe you are bringing tenderness into these topics.  

PS: I hope so. I like that idea. Let's look through the individual drawings. Do you have the feeling that you 
more or less see what each drawing represents?  

EL: Here for example is a woman leaning over a baby. The baby is squashed between her feet and a man 
in a coffin. 

PS: The title is Artificiality, and in parentheses, (Also: Birth On Dying Male Head. Also Hair). I find 
artificiality important in my work and in my thinking. Artificiality brings me into a fantasy world where 
things happen that usually do not happen. But maybe could happen. An in-between world which gives me 
space and opportunity.  

EL: Does the drawing imply that the woman is giving birth to a baby whose father is in the coffin? Or is 
the dead body an anonymous figure?  
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PS: No, the people are all symbolic. Sometimes I like to play with very flat ideas. Someone might say that 
giving birth to a dying body is too easy. I like to play with very easy and direct ideas. 

EL: Clichés you mean?  

PS: Exactly. A cliché, but a cliché I've never seen. 

EL: And there is actually a lot of  complexity in clichés.  

PS: Let's look at the next drawing on your righthand side in the exhibition. 

EL: This one looks like it's a human face inside a vagina. 

PS: Almost. It's the dying head of  a man with aroused female genitalia of  three women surrounding it. So 
it's a fantasy or cultural ritual where people die while others are aroused. Or, could dying have been eased 
if  surrounded by sexual arousal? 

EL: So then it is like you are creating your own death ritual. You recently mentioned that in a drawing, 
you put all of  the colors in the coffin. Whereas the onlookers are monochromatic. 

PS: I gave very many colors to the dead body. We should not be afraid. The death ritual is a way to soften 
the burden. Everyone lives with burden. 

EL: Whether it is exposed or not exposed.  

PS: Yes, or translated into something else. Yet, I find it important that the drawings stay mysterious. And 
at other times I want people to see what I mean.  

EL: The drawings are between being explicit and implicit.  

PS: Sometimes I get up in the night, sweating, and think “Oh no, this is not possible”, and then I wake 
up, and say “Ok, I'm just trying and I'm going to draw it, but I'm not going to show anyone – that's the 
next step”. And then it's drawn, and I say, “Ok, I'm going to show it to one person. Go on. Keep going.” 
And then, it grows and grows. A kind of  talking oneself  into it. 

EL: Talking oneself  into exposing what is internal.  

PS: Yes, it's kind of  winning oneself  over. In the night, the strangest things come up. 

EL: The most layered images reemerge, visualized again in your drawings of  sleeping people. 

PS: Fear occurs when the drawings become the most intense. Fear has a function.  

EL: The next drawing is my personal favorite. The circle of  giant green feet reminds me  of  a specific 
dream I had as a child, about a green giant in the kitchen pantry.  
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Pieter Slagboom, Toes, 2020, colored pencil on linen, 84.25 x 126.4 inches 

PS: What it brings together actually is a design of  contradictions. What is real now has been imagined 
before. 

EL: In order to make something real, it has to be imagined first. 

PS: Exactly. I do not stop things from coming into my mind anymore. I make sketches to clarify ideas, 
frustrations, observations. It's a way to empty the head and to refill the head. It's a testing ground.  

EL: While making your largest drawings, you mentioned that you invented padded finger covers to wear 
over the tips of  your fingers. You said that they enable you to continue drawing, since otherwise your 
fingers developed small wounds from the pressure exerted on the pencil. 

PS: I was disappointed because I could not feel the pencil anymore. The tenderness disappeared. So I use 
the finger covers for the large drawings when I press down every day for a whole week. I think you have 
to protect your fingers. Between the skin and the bone, finger padding begins to vanish, and the pencil 
makes contact with the bone, which is very very painful. With the pads, I can keep going on. I need large 
pencil sharpeners which have to be imported from the USA. With these machines the pencil is becoming 
sharp in an instant so I am not delayed in drawing action. This is important because making the form is a 
moment of  continuous concentration where there is actually no time for sharpening. Every drawing 
project takes around 3,000 to 6,000 pencils.  
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Pieter Slagboom and Erin Leland conducted this interview on September 9, 2020, one day before the opening of  Slagboom’s 
solo exhibition, Saturated Manuscript, at Bridget Donahue. The interview took place remotely, in keeping with the 
installation which had been conducted through a series of  video conversations between the gallery in New York and 
Slagboom's studio in the Netherlands during the international travel restrictions in place throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic. 


